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Attendees: D. Wardwell; C. King; G. Griskowitz; G. Govel; G. Leveille; R. Greenfield; S. Rogler;
T.Ladoucer; D. Depersis; B. Dollard; S. Hart; N. Petraccione; J. Flood; S.Zalucky

The meeting started at 6:15 pm and the Board welcomed Tee Ladoucer who was recently brought on
board to assist as being the point of contact for the tournament and helping out with other intiatives
as needed.
There was discussion on working with Section II coordinator Bob Gula to determine if and how the
sectional cross over game which will be played at U Albany the same weekend as the ADK Classic could
work and fit in with the tournament. The thought was allowing the participants of the tournament into
watch the cross over game at $0 or minimal charge. Dan Depersis was to get Ron Greenfield the
contact info for Bob Gula.
Lengthy discussion on the age groupings for the Girls tournament and whether we follow USL rules;
i.e., U-13 ; U-15 etc or whether we follow the grade based scenario; 3/4;5/6; 7/8 which many other
tournaments follow. It was decided that the registration form would be modified to reflect the grade
based scenario and have the age based in parentheses below. George Leveille had the action to modify
the form and get it to the D. Wardwell for uploading to the website to replace the current registration
form that is on the website. This needs to be done ASAP. The form was also going to be changed to
name Tee Ladoucer as the Tournament POC instead of D. Wardwell.
Ron discussed sponsorship such as that offered by Dick’s sporting goods and what sponsors would
receive for their donations i.e.; Gold, Silver Platinum type designations which would relate to name on
signage; logo on pinnies and postings on the website for a period of time. The Board acknowledged
that any agreement to post sponsors on the website would have to bring with it swift action to get
them actually posted on the site. D. Wardwell; G. Senez and Tee Ladoucer will coordinate on how that
will get done.
It was noted that Breakaway wants exclusivity on vendor sales and it was decided that this should not
be a problem for Dicks. Breakaway is supplying shirts with same design as last year.
Ron briefly discussed the Bocklett family approaching the Chapter to set up a booth promoting their
camp in the Adirondacks. It was determined that this should not be an issue.
Officials: Steve Hart is handling the Girls officials and needs 25 shirts. John Stiso and Christian King are
handling the officials.
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Ron discussed having a tournament booklet and it was the consensus of the board that it was more
important to keep the website current with a running list of teams that had registered and to add the
U-11 to the banner. D Wardwell would coordinate both of these intiatives with G. Senez and Tee
Ladoucer.
The meeting adjourned at 7pm
Minutes prepared by:
David Wardwell
Executive Director & Secretary
Adirondack Chapter of US Lacrosse

